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Key Takeaways:
What’s happening?
•

•

•

•

•

Over the second semester of 2021, a confluence of demand and supply factors is driving
inflation measures to decades-high levels (Chart 1), surprising expectations from economists
and policymakers alike (Chart 2). Booming demand thanks to extraordinary income support
measures and consumers’ new preference for goods over services met a scarred supply-side
that struggled to produce and ship enough.
Higher and stickier inflation as well as rapidly closing output gaps and tight labor markets is
forcing a sharp turn in monetary policy, albeit one proceeding at different speeds across
regions. Over 2021, emerging market central banks started to tighten policy sharply and were
followed over the months by an increasing number of developed central banks, including in
Canada, the United Kingdom, New Zealand, and Australia. Over the fourth quarter, the Federal
Reserve also turned more hawkish in its communication. The FOMC guided to an earlier end of
its quantitative easing program and several interest rates hikes in 2022 (Chart 3 & Chart 4). The
policy shift accelerated in recent weeks (Chart 5) as the central bank suggested an earlier and
faster pace of balance sheet reduction (“quantitative tightening”). Uncertainty remains over
the future policy settings and how fast the Federal Reserve will move to stem higher inflation,
increasing the risk premium of a policy mistake.
An extremely accommodative monetary policy and the Fed’s focus over loose financial
conditions (the so-called Fed’s “put”) has been a major anchor of financial markets since the
Global Financial Crisis. It has helped build strong heuristics for investors – “Don’t fight the Fed”.
The rapid change in policy setting and remaining uncertainty over future policy is challenging
investors to revisit portfolio allocations and reconsider risk taking. Extremely low real interest
rates helped boost in the months following the Covid-19 shock equity valuations to rich levels,
from a historical perspective, particularly in certain sectors and styles. The perspective of strong
central bank support helped awaken animal spirits, with speculative behavior reaching activity
levels unseen since the Dot Com bubble.
Economic fundamentals remain robust today (Chart 10); real growth is likely to stay above
potential for 2022 and recession risk is remote (Chart 11). Consumers benefit from healthy
balance sheets and income growth while corporates enjoy record margins and profitability. This
environment bodes well for aggregate demand, especially since monetary tightening typically
only acts on the economy with a 9–12-month lag. But greater monetary policy uncertainty is
forcing a valuation reset across asset classes and an unwind of stretched investor positioning.
This policy shock has impacted asset classes differently (Chart 7), wreaking havoc in some
sectors and styles (Chart 6) while others have been relative beneficiaries. Within equity
markets, growth and high beta equities have been under tremendous pressure after their
extraordinary performance in 2020 (Chart 8 & Chart 9). Meanwhile, value equities, credit and
commodities have performed well as investors re-allocate capital to the assets most geared to
a robust economic recovery.
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How are hedge funds managing the current volatility?
•

•

•

•

Dispersion in the performance of individual strategies and funds is significant month-to-date
(Table 1). The pain is concentrated in equity long-short strategies with significant exposure to
the growth style (Chart 15), with many large funds reporting double digit losses (10-15%)
despite some of them holding private equities that are not marked-to-market. Other strategies
have proved resilient, with funds tilted towards value outperforming strongly.
On an aggregate basis, hedge funds had reduced net and gross market exposure in recent
months (Chart 12 & Chart 13), albeit from historically elevated levels. This has mitigated the
impact of the equity drawdown on portfolios. Similarly, the industry growth over value tilt had
also been reduced in the second semester (Chart 14).
Discretionary global macro strategies are generally slightly positive as most entered the year
short fixed income, including in the front-end of the yield curve. Systematic trend following
funds have underperformed on the significant equity reversal, but alternative market strategies
are outperforming thanks to greater exposure to commodity markets where trends have been
more resilient.
Similarly, the credit universe is weathering well turbulent equity markets. Early marks suggest
our funds will post flat performance numbers this month, albeit with some dispersion.

Our Outlook
•

•

•

Since Q4 2020, our top-down outlook envisioned the potential for a robust economic recovery
that we felt would be best captured in the equity value style, that offered attractive asymmetry
thanks to attractive valuation and positioning signals. Again, in August 2021, we felt that the
limited retracement in value over the second quarter 2021 offered an attractive risk reward
relative to growth investing and suggested investors position accordingly.
Over this period, we have pivoted our hedge fund portfolios to increase the value theme and
insulate us from a move higher in interest rates (and its adverse effect on high beta, high
duration stocks). We had limited our risk taking in equities by sticking to a neutral stance
relative to our strategic allocation. We maintained an overweight position in strategies that
could benefit from higher interest rate volatility like discretionary global macro.
The sharp outperformance of value over growth in recent weeks is likely to pause for breath.
The sell-off in growth has reached extreme proportions that suggest a near capitulation. This
could open the door to new tactical opportunities in growth investing and we are currently
undergoing due diligence to identify pockets of dislocations and the best way to monetize
them. That said, portfolios need to remain positioned for the ongoing shift in the policy
paradigm and we continue to advocate for prudent risk taking. Considerable uncertainty
remains over the future path of inflation and how this will affect future monetary policy
conditions. We seek to be able to deploy capital in periods of heightened volatility.
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Appendix: Charts & Data Tables
Chart 1: Consumer Price Indices in the United States, United Kingdom and European Union

Source: Investcorp-Tages

Chart 2: Citi Inflation Surprise Indices in the United States, United Kingdom and European Union

Source: Investcorp-Tages
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Chart 3: United States 2-yr Government Bond Yield

Source: Investcorp-Tages

Chart 4: Market Expectations of Future Interest Rate Hikes in the US vs Fed’s “Dot Plot”

Source: Investcorp-Tages
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Chart 5: Probability of a 25bps hike in March 2022 FOMC (a probability higher than 100% suggests risk
premium built in for 50bps hike)

Source: Investcorp-Tages

Chart 6: More pain than meets the eye, one-year rolling performance of NASDAQ Index & Number of
NASDAQ listed equities trading at their 52-week low

Source: Investcorp-Tages
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Chart 7: US Equities are paying the price of greater concentration in Technology, underperforming
other asset classes in the sell-off

Source: Investcorp-Tages

Chart 8: Sharp rotation in Value vs Growth

Source: Investcorp-Tages
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Chart 9: Speculative assets have underperformed as over levered investors take risk down

Source: Investcorp-Tages

Chart 10: This is not a growth shock: growth nowcasts have remained robust in recent weeks

Source: Goldman Sachs, Investcorp-Tages
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Chart 11: Recession risk this year remains remote

Source: Investcorp-Tages

Table 1: Hedge Fund January Performance by Strategy (Average Fund Performance IVC Tages
Universe)
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1.44%
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Source: Investcorp-Tages
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Chart 12: Equity Hedge Funds Net & Gross Exposure

Source: Goldman Sachs

Chart 13: Equity LS Funds Change in Net and Gross Exposure from Peak Levels

Source: JPMorgan
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Chart 14: Equity Long/Short Funds Historical Factor Exposure (Value vs Growth)

Source: Investcorp-Tages

Chart 15: January Equity Long/Short Funds Daily Performance and Alpha

Source: Investcorp-Tages
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Important Information
The information contained herein is sourced from third parties and/or provided by Investcorp-Tages. Investcorp-Tages is the
brand name under which Tages Capital LLP (“Tages Capital”) and Investcorp Absolute Return Investments LLC (“IARI”) operate.
Tages Capital is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom. Tages Capital is
incorporated in England and Wales under registered number OC364873 with registered office 39 St James’s Street, London,
SW1A 1JD. Investcorp Absolute Return Investments LLC is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission under
with CRD number 306860 / SEC number 801-118192 with registered office 280 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
Investcorp-Tages is a 50/50 joint venture (“JV”) between Investcorp S.A. and Tages S.p.A formed in May 2020 from merging
Investcorp’s Absolute Return Investments business (IARI) and Tages Capital, the absolute return subsidiary of Tages S.p.A. IARI
is an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of Investcorp S.A. organized in 1996, and Tages Capital is an indirect wholly owned
subsidiary of Tages S.p.A organized in 2011. IARI provides investment management (“IM”) services to accounts that prior to
the JV were clients of each of Investcorp Investment Advisers LLC and Investcorp Investment Advisers Limited, each an indirect
wholly owned subsidiary of Investcorp S.A. Similarly, Tages Capital will continue to provide IM services to accounts that prior
to the JV were existing clients of Tages Capital.
Without limitation, this document does not constitute investment advice and does not constitute an offer or recommendation
to buy or sell an investment. This document should not be relied upon as including sufficient information to support an
investment decision. Prospective investors should seek professional advice before making any investment decision.
Past performance (whether real or proxy) should not be viewed as a guide to future performance. Investment and/or products
described herein carries the risk of potential total loss of capital. Alternative Investment fund investments are speculative in
nature and involve a high degree of risk. There can be no assurance that a fund’s investment objectives will be achieved, and
investment results may vary substantially over time. Investments in alternative investment funds are not intended to be a
complete investment program for any investor. There is no secondary market for an investor’s interest in alternative
investment funds and none is expected to develop. Alternative Investment funds are generally not registered under the
Investment Company Act of 1940 and accordingly are not extensively regulated. Opportunities for redemption and
transferability of interests are restricted, so investors may not have access to capital when it is needed. Leverage may be
employed in these funds, which can make investment performance volatile. Valuation of the securities in alternative
investment funds may involve uncertainties and the exercise of judgment and could adversely affect the value of any
investment in hedge funds. An investor should not make an investment in hedge funds unless the investor is prepared to lose
all or a substantial portion of its investment.
Certain information contained herein may constitute forward-looking statements which, owing to various risks and
uncertainties, could result in actual events or results or the actual performance of an investment differing materially from
those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. This document is being provided on a confidential basis
and is for informational purposes only.
If you wish to invest in a specific investment or product managed by Investcorp-Tages you should refer to the risk warnings in
the relevant prospectus for that product or investment. Information and details of such investments, managers or their
products or laws or circumstances may change, and it is the requirement of any investor or those making or considering to
make such investments that they conduct due diligence on any and all investments made or considered. All investments should
be made with discretionary capital set aside strictly for speculative purposes. Offers in the US may only be made at the time a
qualified offeree receives the related confidential offering memorandum for a specific fund describing the offering and
executes a related subscription agreement provided by N.A. Investcorp LLC (“NAILLC”). Any interests in securities of any funds
shall not be offered or sold in any jurisdiction in which such an offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful until the
requirements of the laws of such jurisdiction have been satisfied.
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